


We all seek to understand ourselves more deeply. We all want to be fully awake, alive, and joyful. 
That’s where Meghan Oona comes in. She acts as a visual shaman by painting cosmic truths to 
awaken you to your true essence. 

Meghan Oona was born on the auspicious day of 7/7/77, so she was blessed with a sense of magic 
early on. She’s made art since she could hold a crayon.

A taste for adventure called her to Europe as a teen, where she drank up the culture. In America, 
she followed music and bliss around the lower 48 states. A bohemian need for freedom became a 
major inspiration. Dreams of enchanted forests called her to the West Coast, where she earned her 
BA in Interdisciplinary Art from the Evergreen State College. 

Soon after, Meghan Oona left her town, boyfriend, and friends. She was searching, but for what? 
She moved to a retreat center in the middle of the desert a mile from Mexico - her version of 40 
days in the desert, but for a whole year. She spent time meditating, being of service, and reflecting. 
“What’s our true nature? What is true love? What is my purpose?”

(some Meghan Oona Trivia: during one retreat they had to “find the name of your inner child.” She 
determined hers was the same name she gave her wolf dog – Oona! – so she went by Oona for the 
rest of the year, and now uses it as her artist name).

On her birthday, still unclear, crying to her mom on the phone, Meghan Oona decided to go to grad 
school. Here was the fork in her road. Business School or Art School? She listened deeply to her-
self, found her inner guru, and chose Art.

Within two months she enrolled at the oldest art school in the country — The San Francisco Art 
Institute. She wanted to unpack everythig she learned in the desert and share it with the world. She 
earned her MFA in 2007 and became a professional artist.

Becoming an artist allowed her to share her vision, honor those moments of inspired awareness, 
and celebrate her belief in humanity’s potential. 

When she works, Meghan Oona listens to meditations and sacred music, goes into a trance, and 
loses track of time. She becomes one with the materials, painstakingly breathing life into her vi-
sions, to inspire soul-awakening for her collectors.



Vibrant, playful, and startlingly expressive portraits that crack-
le with incandescent energy, the kind you might experience 
in a highly charged dream sequence saturated with never 
ending color, geometry, and rhythm… I found myself saying 
“Wow!“ the first time I saw Meghan Oona’s work… Art People 
Magazine

Inspired and inspiring… While her work carries a sense of 
boundless energy and unbridled creativity, there is also a for-
mal intricacy and hard-earned craftsmanship that holds it all 
together… richly colored, wildly tangential abstract vibrancy… 
Jon Zimmerman, Surrender to the Flow Magazine

Meghan Oona, your story is beyond any words... Just amaz-
ing... Luka, Heart of Art Blog

You have REALLY got it going on! Excellent work... Sheryl S.

Your inspiration is overwhelming... Shelly T. 

Psychedelic swirly art… freestyle celtic knotwork that lights up 
my house... Rob D. 

I love your art, you inspire me! Love the faces and vibrant col-
ors... as well as the interweaving designs... Monique C.

Vibrant, playful, and startlingly expressive portraits that 
crackles with incandescent energy, the kind you might 
experience in a highly charged dream sequence satu-
rated with never ending color, geometry, and rhythm... 
I found myself saying “Wow!” the first time I saw 
Meghan Oona’s work... Art People Magazine

Inspired and inspiring... While her work carries a sense 
of boundless energy and unbridled creativity, there is 
also a formal intricacy and hard-earned craftsmanship 
that holds it all together... richly colored, wildly tangen-
tial abstract vibrancy... Jon Zimmerman, Surrender to 
the Flow Magazine

Meghan Oona’s story is beyond any words... Just 
amazing. Luca, Heart of Art Blog

I love the art, you inspire me! Love the face and vibrant 
colors... as well as the interweaving designs. Monique 
C.

So much love and light! What an inspirational woman. 
Shelly T.
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This vibrant and celebratory series activates aliveness in your soul. It evokes “carpe diem,” illuminating enlightened
party animals as they experience a moment of bliss. Meghan Oona uses her modernized celtic knot-work technique 
to bring these visions to life. 

https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/collections/illuminated-portraiture
https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/collections/illuminated-portraiture
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           This sunny collection features femininity with a whimsical, dreamy, and radiant style. These “sisters” awaken your 
           spirit to the sacred female, in all her shining glory.

https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/collections/sisters
https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/collections/sisters


   Intricate, maze-like abstraction, this sister collection to Illuminated Portraiture reflects on Chaos and Order, Alignment and 
   Flow, and Macrocosmos versus Microcosmos. The series highlights Meghan Oona’s uniquely freestyle celtic-knot technique.

https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/collections/the-labyrinth


In creating these abstract works, Meghan Oona employs Sensory Awareness Meditation - movement, breathing, 
and sensing - as the foundation. Her harmonically arranged, luminous explorations serve as the ultimate pop of color 
for any room and invite a return to raw, primal expression.

https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/collections/visual-taoism
https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/collections/visual-taoism


Meghan Oona Clifford’s vast body of work has been featured in magazines like The Art People and Surrender to the Flow.

https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/pages/press
https://www.meghanoonaclifford.com/pages/press


Tagline

   Evolutionary Artist Paints Cosmic Truths with a New Twist on Celtic Knot Work    

A Brief Description for Instagram

   Amazing new collection about following your bliss and activating your soul, by 
   mystical artist Meghan Oona Clifford - @meghan_oona_clifford 
  
Facebook Friendly Intro to Meghan Oona

   Introducing mystic artist Meghan Oona Clifford, who paints cosmic beings with her 
   uniquely modernized, freestyle celtic knot-work technique. 

   Her new collection, Star Dust, reminds us we are made from star stuff, and asks us: 
   how will we shine our light into our lives? Follow her @meghanoonacliffordmfa 

Tweetnopsis of Meghan Oona (in < 140 characters)

   Mystic artist Meghan Oona Clifford releases her new collection - Star Dust - painting
   vibrant, cosmic beings to awaken our souls - https://goo.gl/UOoDqp



These gorgeous, hypnotic videos offer a delightful peek into 
Meghan Oona’s process as she breathes life into her paintings.

https://vimeo.com/meghanoona
https://vimeo.com/meghanoona
https://vimeo.com/meghanoona


This media kit is ideal for online 
sharing. IF YOU HAVE A PRINT 
PUBLICATION, please EMAIL for 
the highest resolution images.

The Studio of Meghan Oona Clifford

 meghan.oona.clifford@gmail.com
www.meghanoonaclifford.com

fb.com/meghanoonaclifford
instagram.com/meghan_oona_clifford

pinterest.com/meghanoona
vimeo.com/meghanoona

This media kit is ideal for 
online sharing. IF YOU 
HAVE A PRINT PUBLIC-
ATION, please EMAIL for 
the highest resultion images.
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